Who are the Most Successful
CI Professionals?
A report on professional certification in three parts by Ben Gilad, PhD

“ The overwhelming majority felt their

company did value certification.
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During the summer of 2013, the FuldGilad-Herring Academy of Competitive
Intelligence surveyed its alumni,
those certified (CIP™-I and Master
of CI CIP™-II) and in the process of
attaining certification. Four hundred
and five (405) people whose emails
could be identified from our database
and records responded. About 81%
fully completed all questions. The
response rate for certified professionals
was close to 38% (257 out of 683
worldwide), a high rate for cold
surveys in hot summers!
The survey’s primary objective was
to profile the factors that affect a
successful CI career. Its secondary
objective was to assess the
contribution of CIP™ Certification to
success in a CI career.
This report is based on the above
survey - it is not a scientific study by
any stretch of the imagination.
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Caveats: This is not a study; it is
a survey. Since the sample is not
randomized, it therefore may not
be representative of the population.
Self-selection is always a problem;
self-reporting is too. There is no
control group. Finally, the findings
do not represent cause and effect,
just concurrent attributes of clusters.
Thus the objective of this survey
was to identify a “profile” of our
alumni and in the hope of finding
distinct characteristics of successful
CI professionals as well as their
assessment of the value of certification.

That said, if you want to know what
factors seem to be correlated with
a successful CI career, this survey
might provide some clues. But readers
should remain skeptical; this survey is
a platform for career discovery, not the
final word. We encourage you to read
through it and have fun comparing
your career and answers to the sample.
Do you find similarities?
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“The plain findings are that those who persist in
trying to stand out with a different perspective
(insights) and get involved with strategy, succeed.”
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Part I: The Successful Elite

How do you measure success in a career? There is no objective
measure. People may be very happy at what they do, and that’s
one measure. People may be appreciated and highly regarded,
and that may be enough to define a successful career for
them. Because the definition of success is so idiosyncratic,
we selected one indicator of success that was relatively easy
to measure- promotion - as a proxy, knowing full well that it
does not capture all the elements, or even the most important
elements of success.
We asked a simple question...
Table 1

How many times have you been
promoted since you got the CI job?
3 or more
times

1-2
times

not
relevant

never

7.6% 41.3% 45.5% 5.6%
26 Responses

141 Responses

155 Responses

Taking out not relevant, or self-employed, we analyzed 322
responses. A total of 167 respondents from this group were
promoted.
As expected, the “Superstar” group - those who were
promoted 3 or more times - was small, composed of 26
respondents. Statistical theory warns against using tests for
significant differences between proportions in samples where
n*p<5. (Check your stats book from college. Yes, that’s the
one on the top shelf next to the Cliff’s Notes!) Therefore, in
profiling the Successful Elite, we do not suggest in any way,
shape, or form that it is significantly different than the other
groups (those promoted 1 to 2 times, or not yet promoted).
We simply suggest that the Successful Elite has higher response
proportions in some questions as described below. These
differences may very well be due to chance, weather, or bad
typing. Use them at your discretion. On the other hand, Part II:
Promoted or Not?, does have large samples. There, we present
statistically unambiguous results for all those engineers vying
for some certainty in life.

19 Responses

answered by 341
skipped by 78
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Demographics

The Successful Elite Profile

(based on those promoted three times or more)

Our total sample matched quite closely the industry distribution
of the attendants of the Strategic and Competitive Intelligence
Professionals (SCIP) annual conference (May 2013 in Orlando,
Florida). The largest group (about 15%, compared to SCIP’s
13%) came from healthcare/pharma; after that came
telecommunication, aerospace/defense, and manufacturing.
Unlike SCIP, though, our group was overrepresented in energy
and utilities (at double SCIP’s rate). Also, while the second
largest group attending SCIP comprised 12% consultants, ours
only had 4%.
Also interesting: we had zero responses from the entertainment
industry. I found that entertaining!
It seems that, in terms of industries, healthcare is the place
to work today to get promoted quickly and often. Out of 48
respondents who work in healthcare, 64% were promoted at
least once.
Aerospace was not bad either at 57%. The winner in
percentage terms was business logistics (83%), but it was such
a small sample (6 people) that the results are not very useful.
Small samples are always subject to extreme variability.
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More likely to:
be certified
55% higher than
not yet certified

Master of CI
CIP™-II level
44% of those
promoted 3 times or
more as compared
to 29% of the
group’s share in the
sample

Less likely to:
remain in the
CI job
this makes sense;
they were promoted
out of it

Successful Elite professionals are more
likely to take the CI perspective with
them to the new job (it’s a life skill!).
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Successful Elite professionals are most likely to…
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Be able to filter white noise
Be in the higher income bracket (200k and above)
Report to a market / competitive intelligence department
Practice CI for longer than seven years
Have a non-business degree
Have moderate (3-5 years) experience before taking a CI job
Come from marketing
Be involved with the strategy process in their organization
Make strategy recommendations to their managers
Convince management to listen to their recommendations
Cover a broader range of subjects in their capacity as
advisors to management (or be a “Jack of all knowledge”)
Be extremely comfortable with numbers
Talk to the CEO often
Feel secure in their job
Work as a global market leader
Be appreciated for offering a different perspective
Think they have a special talent when it comes to foreseeing
industry evolution, but also agree that it can be taught
(there was bi-modal distribution on this question)
Let others do collection
Work in a fast growing company, but they are more likely to
have been hired when the company was either in decline or
growing slowly (can it be...they made it grow??)
Be in a culture that supports CI, yet be more likely to
work in an industry where outsourcing CI has increased
(this is consistent with the collection question, probably
outsourcing collection to vendors)
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At the same time, Successful Elite professionals (those
promoted three times or more) are less likely to...
• Work in a strategy function (that surprised me!)
• Work in a small CI team or in a large team (the dominant CI
team size is between 4 and 9)
• Have an MBA
In addition, these professionals are...
• Very unlikely to have many years of experience (appointments
to CI position toward the end of one’s career are a nice way
to ease someone out, not promote him or her)
• Least likely to come from sales (no surprise whatsoever; all
those who think success comes from contacts in the field are
thinking about how CI was in the 1980s)
• As likely as those not promoted to be responsible for industry
analysis or competitor analysis (but, as I predicted, least likely
to be focused on competitor information)
• Less likely to work in very innovative companies (most
respondents came from mature or service companies)
• Either much more likely or rarely likely to do strategic early
warning reports (theirs was a bi-modal distribution)
• Not more likely to affect the performance of the company
with a “big win”
• Not more analytical than friendly (I thought everyone was like
me!)
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Summary
The corporate hierarchical pyramid ensures that those
promoted will be part of a smaller and smaller group. The
probability of being promoted three times or more is much
smaller than the probability of being promoted once (and
much, much smaller than the probability of not being
promoted). Many factors combine to bring about a promotion:
the boss, the environment, the industry, the economic
situation, the department, and last, but not least, the person.
It is impossible to determine which of these plays a bigger role,
even with sophisticated studies, because many of the factors
(such as your boss) are subjective and assessment is fraught
with biases. But one thing is clear from the above - there are
no miracles in who makes it up the ladder in CI. Some experts
claim that being successful in CI requires a “sixth sense,” but
the data does not support this at all. No intuitive smarts, no
enormous contact network, no years and years of experience,
and no field background requirement can guarantee a career
in competitive intelligence. The plain findings are these: people
who persist in trying to stand out with a different perspective
(insights) and get involved with strategy will tend to succeed.
Those who send information, or provide tactical support, might
be extremely happy, but they do not rise to the next level.
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“There are no two ways about it - you either get
involved with strategy, or get stuck.”
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Part II: Promoted or Not?

Our survey divided promotion into two categories - one to
two promotions, and three or more promotions. This analysis
compared those promoted and those not yet promoted in
their CI career (note the polite word yet). Keep in mind that
this study does not show cause and effect by any means;
rather, it examines a set of attributes for one group versus
another. It might very well be the case that some people who
have not been promoted yet are just younger or in a tougher
environment.1
Demographics
Overall, healthcare, financial services, and aerospace seemed
to be good places to be promoted, while manufacturing and
government lagged. And while superstars were not more likely
to be found in strategy departments, once all promotions
were considered, one’s location inside strategy functions was
significantly more productive for promotion (P<0.05).

not a cause and effect call for action - it may very well be the
case that the sexy things successful CI professionals engage
in (like strategy and talking to the CEO) happen because they
were promoted (which gave them expanded freedom to set
scope and access to top management), but it should tell you
the possible factors related to success.
While “superstars” (those with three or more promotions)
do not show fondness for MBAs, the populatrity of the MBA
degree with the entire promoted group is significantly higher
than the NYP (P<0.02) (See Table 2). So if an MBA does not
help, it sure as hell does not hurt! Interestingly, those holding
PhDs are less likely to be promoted. That may be because
scientists do not care that much about managerial jobs. Science
is a harsh mistress and demands full-time devotion. (You have
to appreciate my poetic line!)

Experience definitely counts in promotion. Most CI
professionals get promoted by their seventh year (58%), so if
you haven’t been promoted yet, look at the difference between
what you do and what the successful profile suggests. This is
1
The Promoted Group (PG, n=165) was roughly equal in number to the not yet promoted group (NYP, n=155). A standard Z test for the difference between proportions was used to determine if the samples came from different
populations. Only differences that had less than a 5% probability of happening were counted as significant. Since the samples are not truly random, you should not be overly impressed by my use of statistical testing. It just sounds better.
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What is the highest level of education you have completed or the highest degree you
have received?
Table 2

Promoted

Not Yet Promoted

Graduate degree,
not MBA

37%
6.7%
26.7%

Undergraduate
degree in business

11.5%

Undergraduate
degree not in business

15.8%
2.4%

MBA
PhD

Other

Table 2

61 Responses

MBA

11 Responses

PhD

44 Responses

Graduate degree,
not MBA

25.8%
13.5%
31.6%

19 Responses

Undergraduate
degree in business

11.6%

26 Responses

Undergraduate
degree not in business

4 Responses

Other

15.5%
1.9%

answered by 165
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40 Responses

21 Responses

49 Responses

18 Responses

24 Responses

3 Responses

answered by 155
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Outside the CI field, experience does count. Many more
professionals in the promoted group had 6 to 10 years of
buisness experience than in the NYP group. This is very
consistent with what the Academy has been telling military
and government intelligence operatives who are looking to
make the switch to CI: we can teach you the CI perspective
in two weeks, but to be successful in CI, you need industry
experience, which no one can teach. The particular business
area matters less than business experience. However, successful

CI professionals were significantly more likely to come
from business analytical backgrounds (marketing, business
development, product, technology) than sales, information
technology, etc. (P<.05). The notion held by some experts that
successful CI professionals have field experience, intuition, and
street smarts is mostly driven by vendors and consultants who
sell themselves on that basis. (See Chart 1 and 2)

Experience outside of CI: How many years in the industry before appointed to first CI position?
Chart 1

>20

years

10-20
6-10
3-5
0-2

0%

10%
Promoted

answered by 165
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20%
Not Yet Promoted

30%

40%

answered by 155
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How would you describe your primary background business experience where you have
spent more years than in any other area?
Chart 2

25%

20%

15%

10%

5%

0%

Mostly
Marketing

Mostly in
Technology
Product/Product
related
Development
Promoted

Information
related

answered by 165
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R&D
related

Mostly in
Sales

Not Yet Promoted

Mostly in
Business
Development

Financial
function

answered by 155
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Finally, certification played a role here. (For more on this, see
Part III: Is Certification worth it?) Of the promoted group, 61%
were certified.

Are you involved in supporting strategy
development in your organization?

Rules and Responsibilities
Chart 3

One of the most striking differences between PG and NYP
manifests itself in the involvement with strategy (See Chart 3).

60%

While both groups are equally represented in the “to a degree”
category, the PG is significantly more likely to have strategy
support as its primary role (P<0.01). This is good news for
the field and great vindication for the curriculum at the CIP™
program! Furthermore, the NYP group is much more likely to
have a “very limited” role in strategy (P< 0.02). There are no
two ways about it: you either get involved with strategy, or get
stuck.

50%

Interestingly, when asked about making strategic
recommendations, the two groups did not differ. However,
when asked “Is management likely to listen to the
recommendations,” the PG answered “very likely” much
more often, (P<.01) and the NYP group was significantly more
represented in the “not likely” category (P<.05). (See Chart 4)

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%

Yes, to a
degree

Yes, as primary Very limited
responsibility
role

Promoted

answered by 165
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No, I mostly
support field

Not Yet Promoted

answered by 155
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Based on past experience, is top
management likely to listen to your
analysis and recommendations?

Does management listen more to the PG because it is more
senior (due to promotions), or does it promote those whose
strategy advice it appreciates? We do not know. But if you
leave the strategy recommendations to the vendors, you can
kiss your career goodbye.
Chart 4

50%

40%

30%

Part of being involved with strategy development is making a
name as a Strategic Early Warning Analyst. That notion (pushed
by me relentlessly at the Academy) is borne out by substantial
differences in the groups on SEW reports (Chart 5). Often, the
Promoted Group did Strategic Early Warning significantly more
than the other group (P<0.005). The NYP was significantly
more likely to say it never wrote SEWs (P<0.005).

20%

10%

0%

All other responsibilities and tasks of the typical CI professional
seem to be equally distributed between the two populations.
Thus, the only emerging and definite answer to what you
should do to succeed in CI is push, shove, sneak in, or knock
down the door but get on those strategy teams, strategic
projects, and strategic meetings! Please write a check for
$20,000 to the Fuld-Gilad-Herring Academy of CI for this “best
advice I’ve ever received” (attention Ben Gilad, please).

Very likely

Likely

Promoted

answered by 165

Somewhat
likely

Not
likely

Very
unlikely

Not Yet Promoted

answered by 155
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How often do you get to do strategic early
warning reports?

Have you presented your analysis to the
board of directors?

Chart 5

40%

Chart 6
70%
60%

30%

50%
40%

20%

30%
20%

10%

10%

0%

0%

Very often

Often

Promoted

answered by 165

Sometimes

Rarely

Never

Not Yet Promoted

answered by 155

Interestingly, the NYP group had a higher (though not
significant) number of answers in doing SEW reports “very
often” (7 out of 155 responses), while the PG had 6 (See Chart
5). I wonder - how can SEW be done very often? I think the
respondents missed my lecture on SEW.
The majority of respondents from both groups did not present
their analysis to the board of directors (See Chart 6). That is a
condemning statement about boards of directors! However,
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Quarterly

Infrequently Never presented Company
has no board
anything

Promoted

answered by 165

N/A or SelfEmployed

Not Yet Promoted

answered by 155

presenting regularly and often (quarterly) seems to be a
double edge sword: the number of NYP was the same as
the PG. Maybe presenting very often implies tactical number
crunching. But presenting infrequently (perhaps suggesting a
connection to SEW, which is presented sparingly and with big
developments only) is associated with promotions (P<0.02). So
get exposure, just not as a trivial PPT slide presenter of market
share data in Kazakhstan!
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Do you think the CEO of your company
knows your name?

Talking to the CEO a lot is not a recipe for promotion (See
Chart 7). Maybe (s)he gets bored. But never talking to the
CEO, to the extent that she or he does not know who the CI
professional is, is certainly a recipe for not getting promoted
(P<0.005).
Chart 7

50%

Job Security
No one in today’s economy thinks jobs are secure. The PG and
NYP are both cautious, but the PG is more likely to say they
are definitely secure (though the numbers are too small to run
a test for significance), and the NYP group is much more likely
to say “cost cutting is coming, I am worried about my job”
(P<0.005).

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%

Definitely, I talk Not sure, met
to him/her often only a few times
Promoted

answered by 165

I doubt it

No

Not Yet Promoted

answered by 155
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Personality and talent
I am not a great believer in psychological profiling, but I asked
a question anyway about whether personality “type” made
a distinction between those who are outgoing (good for
collectors), analytical (good for analysis, yes?), and intuitive

(good for some people who believe in ghosts and fairies)
(See Chart 8). Not surprising, the NYP was more friendly than
analytical, significantly unlike the PG (P<0.005). Keep being
friendly guys - it is just not what businesses require today. On
the other hand, friendly is not a bad quality if combined with
smarts. The PG was significantly more friendly, analytical and
intuitive together (P<0.02).

How would you describe your personality?
Chart 8

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%

More outgoing and
friendly than analytical

More analytical
than outgoing

Promoted

Both analytical and
outgoing equally

answered by 165
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Neither analytical nor
friendly but highly intuitive

Not Yet Promoted

Intuitive, analytical,
and friendly equally

No comment

answered by 155
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Having an insight into a market evolution
requires a special talent which cannot be
learned

Chart 9

60%

Summary

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%

While the majority of respondents disagreed that a special
talent is required for developing an insight into market
evolution (call it creative? synthesis ability?), significantly more
PG than NYP stayed neutral on the issue - as in “I don’t know,
but maybe I am special?” (See Chart 9). This is not surprising:
people like to attribute success to their talents (and failures to
outside events).

Completely
agree

Agree

Promoted

answered by 165

Neutral

Disagree Completely
disagree

Not Yet Promoted

The comparison between the group that was promoted at
least once and the group that is yet to be promoted reveals
a difference on a multitude of factors significant enough not
to be by chance. Many of those factors are at least partially
your choice. Sure, one cannot choose his or her boss, but one
can choose never to send a report without recommendations.
One may not be able to choose the tasks mandated by
management, but one can strategize about what additional
tasks to take on, where to present, and how to get the
CEO to know one by name. One may not choose one’s age
and work experience, but one can, at times, select which
opportunities to pursue within the company or in another job
(sales, information roles, or marketing, business development,
product management, etc.), and thus what business experience
to accumulate. One can choose what education to pursue. And
surely one can choose whether or not to get certified. Maybe
you should rely less on raw talent and more on smart strategy
to further your career.

answered by 155

Or maybe pursuing a smart career strategy requires talent.
Chicken or egg?
© September 2013 | Fuld Gilad Herring Academy of Competitive Intelligence
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“Forty-nine percent of our
CIP™s got promoted after
receiving the CIP™.”
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Part III: Is certification even worth it?

You would expect us to say, yes, of course. It is in our selfinterest to say that. In a field where hype and bombastic claims
are so prevalent and everyone can declare herself or himself a
“CI expert” or a CI training provider (just take a quick scan of
the LinkedIn SCIP forum), honesty should not be assumed. But
the findings surprised us as well! Not only is certification worth
it, but it is orders of magnitude more valuable than even we
imagined, on so many levels. So, don’t take our word for it see the results analyzed below. Ignore them at your own risk,
or, more accurately, at the risk of significantly slowing down
your career!
Our CIP™-I and Master of CI CIP™-II alumni provided 257
responses. In addition, we received 149 responses from alumni
who had taken courses toward the CIP™ but have not yet
received certification.
Important Implication: The claims we make in the following
table are based on statistical tests of significance and do not
say anything about people who never came to our program.
We know nothing about those people. They might all be
superstars who are promoted a dozen times a year, sitting next
to the Fortune 50 CEO and whispering in his ear. Or they might
be toiling in library-type jobs asking themselves, “Should I go

for certification?” We are only talking about those who came
to us. The differences we found between those two groups,
therefore, are clearly not only about the value of the CIP™
program itself, but about the incremental value of formal,
accredited certification. Keep it in mind.
About the Z test for differences between proportions
When one compares different responses from two samples
(measured as the percent, or proportion, in each sample that
replied in a certain way - say, “I am comfortable with numbers”
in a question about numerical literacy), the differences between
the proportions in one sample and those in the other can be
explained by chance, and the two samples can still come from
the same population. However, when the difference is large
enough that the chance of it happening is very small - say, less
than 5 or 1 percent - statistical theory suggests that the results
may actually come from two different populations.1
So let’s start with the most important question first. Is the
certificate related to promotion?

1 In this analysis, we had two samples: one “Certified” and the other “Taking Courses but Not Yet Certified.” The samples were large enough to apply the Z test, which assumes that the distribution of the responses approximates
normal and, with unknown populations’ variances, uses the samples’ variances to calculate the probability that the difference between the responses can happen. But why am I telling you all that? Ninety-six percent (96%) of the
respondents in this analysis (both groups) answered “comfortable” to “extremely comfortable” when asked about their relationship with numbers!
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How many times have you been promoted
since certified as a CIP™?

Is certification related to promotion?
Finding: Forty-nine percent of our CIP™s got promoted after
receiving the CIP™. Eight received three promotions and 84
received one or two. While the total sample was 215, only 187
replied that the question was relevant to them. That means,
92 out of 187, or 49%, received their promotion after being
certified (See Table 3).
As a rule, I don’t trust people. Maybe that is why I spent my
whole life in intelligence, or maybe this is what spending your
whole life in intelligence does to you. (See? Causation and
correlation are not the same!) So I asked the question again on
the survey, but this time without the “Since the Certification”
caveat. (See Table 4).

Table 3

3 or more times
1-2 times
Not promoted
Not relevant

3.7%
39.1%
44.2%
13%

8 Responses
84 Responses
95 Responses
28 Responses
answered by 215

How many times have you been promoted since you got the CI job?
Table 4

CIP™s
3 or more times
1-2 times
Not promoted
Not relevant

Table 4

Taking courses, not CIP™s

6.5%
40.5%
46.5%
6.5%

14 Responses

3 or more times

87 Responses

1-2 times

100 Responses

Not promoted

14 Responses

Not relevant

answered by 215
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8.8%
42.5%
44.2%
4.4%

10 Responses
48 Responses
50 Responses
5 Responses
answered by 113
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Look carefully at Tables 3 and 4. Table 4, which compares
CIP™s and Not Yet CIP™s, suggests at first impression that
there is no advantage to being certified, as the group that
is still in the process is not different in its distribution of
promotions than the certified group. But not so fast! You are
comfortable with numbers, so let’s dig deeper. Maybe the lack
of difference was true years ago. Today it is not. Look more
closely: One hundred and one (101) of the CIP™s received
promotions. Ninety-two of them got the promotions after
being certified! That is an astonishing 91%.
Was the certification the only reason for the promotion? No
way! Did the certification help? Yes! How do we know? The
vast majority - 72% of the group - was certified in the past
3.5 years. Promotion therefore followed certification fast.
It might be that certification was not a factor whatsoever,
but it could also be that the dedication of those who go for
certification and the professionalism attested to by the CIP™
designation helped to cement that person’s value. Titles do
mean something in our world. So in comparing the results with
your own experience, you need to answer this one question for
yourself: Do people in my company get promoted at least one
to two times in three years? If not, the certificate may be a big
help.
Do companies value certification?

received those promotions because of the CIP™ or whether
they received the CIP™ because their bosses perceived them
as worthy of the certification investment. Since there is no
causality implied in the relationship, all we can do is rely on
their own perspectives.
What do they say? Here is the Certified sample’s answer to
the question: Do you think your company values you being
certified?
Chart 10

Do you think your company values you
being certified?

YES

63%

Extremely Much

Some

NO

37%
Extremely

Much

Even though this is not an ideal situation yet (37% felt that
their company did not value certification at all), the fact that
the overwhelming majority (63%) felt their company did value
certification to a degree is a huge surprise for us. For years,
we’ve been trying to get employers to recognize the value of
our CIP™. It seems our message is at last taking root.

Of course, we don’t know whether those who were promoted
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Do the Certified value the certification, or is it just a piece of
paper in their closet?

I know who the six dissidents who answered “disagree”
are. I know where they live. Other than that, the chart
below suggests that we overwhelmingly achieved the goal
of providing our CIP™s with a competitive advantage in the
market.

The next question refers not to what the company thinks,
but what the certified person thinks. We asked them if the
certificate did anything for them (See Chart 11).

This differentiation pays off. Our CIP™s earn significantly more
than those not yet certified (See Table 5).

I am very happy I got my CI certification, it helped me differentiate myself in the market:
Chart 11
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Salary/Income Range?
Table 5

CIP™s
> $200,000 / year
$125 - 199,000 / year
$100 - 124,000 / year
$80 - 99,000 / year
$60 - 79,000 / year
$50 - 59,000 / year
< $50,000 / year

Table 5

Not yet Certified

6%
40.5%
20.5%
15.8%
9.8%
4.2%
3.3%

13 Responses

> $200,000 / year

87 Responses

$125 - 199,000 / year

44 Responses

$100 - 124,000 / year

34 Responses

$80 - 99,000 / year

21 Responses

$60 - 79,000 / year

9 Responses

$50 - 59,000 / year

7 Responses

< $50,000 / year

answered by 215

Statistically, the difference in the higher cohorts of pay (80k
and above) between the two groups is significant at the
0.0002 level. Naturally, this may also be because members
of those cohorts are older and more senior. However, the
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3.5%
30.1%
15%
21.2%
13.3%
5.3%
11.5%

4 Responses
34 Responses
17 Responses
24 Responses
15 Responses
6 Responses
13 Responses

answered by 113

distribution of experience - number of years in CI - did not
show any significant difference between the two groups as
shown on Chart 12. (Sample sizes 215 and 113 respectively;
vertical axis shows number of responses.)
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Number of years in CI
Chart 12
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Job search and Recruitment
Our goal with the CIP™s is to offer our graduates a recognized
skill that will help them land a job when they move around.
Here are the results:
Chart 13

Were you offered your current job in part due to the
CIP™ certification?
80%

Finally, we asked a question about wage increase and expected
to get zero positive results, knowing the tough current
environment and the fact that the overwhelming majority of
our CIP™s were certified after the Great Recession (See Chart
14).
Those 23 people, yes, you, you know I am talking to you. I
want 10% of your annual increase. It is mine!
Chart 14

Were you able to negotiate an increase in
compensation based on the CIP™ certification?

60%

80%

™ 40%
20%

60%

0%

40%
Definitely

It helped

It had no effect /
no one asked

20%
0%

Yes

No

Not relevant

(23 People)

(143 People)

(49 People)

We are not there yet. BUT - you can see the trend. Just 5 years
ago, the reply would have been a resounding “No” all around.
Today we note that our alumni tell us that they see ads by
recruiters asking specifically for the CIP™ certification from the
Academy.
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The value of the program (independent of the certificate)
The analysis of the results in the previous charts targeted the
value of the certification, separating the value of the program

(knowledge) from the certificate itself. But apparently, we
are not doing too badly even if one just takes a few courses
with us and is yet to be certified (waiting for the approval of
budget?) (See Chart 15).

The perspective I gained from the CIP™ program enabled me to succeed in my career in
ways I never anticipated
Chart 15

CIP™s

Chart 15

Taking courses, not yet Certified
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answered by 215
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We then asked them to respond to this:

My ability to filter white noise from all the data around me was strengthened with the
application of the thinking taught at the CIP™ courses
Chart 16

CIP™s

Chart 16

Taking courses, not yet Certified

70%

70%

60%

60%

50%

50%

40%

40%

30%

30%

20%

20%

10%

10%

0%

Completely
agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Completely
disagree
answered by 215

It seems that both groups agree—the difference is in how
strongly. The more courses you take, the stronger the
agreement! Moreover, tooting our horns as loudly as I can:
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0%

Completely
agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Completely
disagree
answered by 113

Look how few people disagree at all! I know some very
powerful politicians that would kill for such approval ratings!
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Is CI a specialized knowledge or a skill?
Specialized knowledge (such as, say, web design or library
indexing) is often limited in value to a specific job. A skill is
something you take with you regardless of the job you are in.

We have been claiming for years now that CI is not specialized
knowledge, but rather a framework or a perspective with
which to look at the world. If we are correct (Does anyone
doubt it by now? C’mon, let’s hear you!), we should see
evidence that the CI training is transferable across jobs. And
that is exactly what is happening! (See Chart 17).

The perspective I gained in the CIP™ program was relevant to my job performance even
after I left the CI position
Chart 17

CIP™s

Chart 17

Taking courses, not yet Certified
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It is good to be right...
Do you need a business degree to get certified?
Thirty-three percent (33%) of CIP™s and 28% of Not Yet
have MBAs. But the majority - 55% and 59%, respectively have non-business degrees. Education is critical to analytical
thinking, but you do not need business degrees to get certified
or understand what we teach. English is good enough.
All in all, we are getting there, and we are proud. Thank you,
ACI Alumni. Thank you for participating in the survey, but more
important, thank you for making us the number one training
program in CI in the world!
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Mission

The Fuld-Gilad-Herring Academy of
Competitive Intelligence (ACI) is an
educational institution dedicated to
training managers and companies in
better managing risks and anticipating
new market opportunities through the
use of superior competitive intelligence
(which encompasses such terms
as competitor intelligence, market
intelligence, marketing intelligence,
and strategic intelligence). It is the
only institution to offer an accredited
Competitive Intelligence Professional
(CIP™) certificate program - a
complete intelligence program - from
basics to advanced analysis - developed
and led by the leading thinkers and
educators in the field - Leonard
Fuld, Ben Gilad and Jan Herring.

The CIP™ program brings over 30
years of unmatched expertise in CI
theory and practice to CI professionals,
managers and senior executives at
all levels. To learn more about ACI,
its faculty and program, explore our
website (www.academyci.com) or
contact us at (888) 732-6812 or via
our online contact form.

The Gold Standard in CI Training®
25 First Street, Suite 301
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02141
Tel: 888.732.6812
Fax: 888.969.3317

www.academyci.com
email: info@academyci.com
Outside U.S. Tel: +1.630.983.5530
Fax: +1.630.983.3317

